Multi-focus image fusion (MFF) is a fundamental task in the field of computational photography. Current methods have achieved significant performance improvement. It is found that current methods are evaluated on simulated image sets or Lytro dataset. Recently, a growing number of researchers pay attention to defocus spread effect, a phenomenon of realworld multi-focus images. Nonetheless, defocus spread effect is not obvious in simulated or Lytro datasets, where popular methods perform very similar. To compare their performance on images with defocus spread effect, this paper constructs a new dataset called MFF in the wild (MFFW). It contains 19 pairs of multifocus images collected on the Internet. We register all pairs of source images, and provide focus maps and reference images for part of pairs. Compared with Lytro dataset, images in MFFW significantly suffer from defocus spread effect. In addition, the scenes of MFFW are more complex. The experiments demonstrate that most state-of-the-art methods on MFFW dataset cannot robustly generate satisfactory fusion images. MFFW can be a new baseline dataset to test whether an MMF algorithm is able to deal with defocus spread effect.
I. INTRODUCTION
D UE to the limitation of imaging devices, it is unable to keep all planes of a scene in focus. Consequently, only the objects in focus are sharp, while those not in focus are blurred. Multi-focus image fusion (MFF) is one of the promising techniques to obtain all-in-focus images [1] . The working mechanism of MFF is to capture images with different focuses, and to generate a new image by blending all clear regions of source images. Generally speaking, there are two categories of MFF technique, that is, classic and deep learning (DL) based methods.
The classic methods can be further divided into two groups. The first one is the transform based method [2] - [7] . Its key idea is to convert the image from image space into feature space so as to make the active features are easily detected. And then, the all-in-focus image is reconstructed from feature space into image space after merging the active features according to a fusion strategy. The popular transformers include discrete wavelet transform [4] , non-subsampled contourlet transform [5] , [8] and sparse representation [6] , [7] , [9] . However, this kind of methods are often criticized, because they convert images into the handcraft feature spaces by incorporating certain prior knowledge. It remains a question that whether S. Xu, X. Wei, C. Zhang, J. Liu they can deal with various cases. The second group is the spatial domain based method [10] - [15] . Different from the first group, the second one directly operates on original images. This group can be further categorized into two classes, namely, filtering and segmentation. Filtering based methods [12] - [14] compute the active levels in local blocks, and apply the weighted average strategy to image fusion. Segmentation based methods [10] , [11] , [15] , [16] segment source images based on the detected focus map, and combine in-focus objects from different source images. Nonetheless, the performance of this group strongly depends on the accuracy of detected focus map or active level. The past decades have witnessed the fast development of DL [17] . An increasing number of researchers start to employ deep neural networks to fuse multi-focus images. The DL-based MFF can be categorized into two classes. In the first class, it trains an autoencoder which is the data-driven transformer. In the testing phase, it blends the feature maps (or say, codes) generated by the encoder, and fusion image is recovered by the decoder [18] , [19] . Another class is based on supervised DL. In general, given an all-in-focus image and corresponding focus map, it simulates multi-focus images by a predefined defocus model. Since the ground-truth focus map is available, it is easy to train a pixel level classification network [20] - [24] . Obviously, this class can be also regarded as the focus map detection based method. By the virtue of DL, the focus map can be accurately detected.
Although DL has boosted the performance of MFF methods, it is reported that most of the algorithms suffer from the issue of unsatisfactory fusion results near focus boundary [21] , [25] . As stated in recent references, regions far away from the focus boundary are totally focused or defocused, while there is the defocus spread effect (DSE) in areas near the focus boundary (see Fig. 1 ). According to this prior knowledge, references [21] , [25] are devoted to training networks on the simulated datasets with DSE, intending to deal with focus boundary.
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Note that most of the recent algorithms are tested on simulated image sets or a benchmark dataset, Lytro [7] , [26] . However, it is worth to point out that both simulated and Lytro datasets to some degree cannot distinguish the better performer, because the DSE is not obvious on them. In much literature, it is found that there is no significant visual difference among fusion images generated by different algorithms. Only a few no-reference assessment metrics can show the minute disparity. But it has been pointed out that these metrics do not necessarily account for human visual system [23] , and that in some cases these metrics may lead to a confused judgment [27] . Therefore, it is urgent to propose a new dataset to evaluate whether these methods solve DSE or not.
In this paper, to overcome the mentioned issue, we present a new testing dataset, called MFF in the wild (MFFW). MFFW consists of 13 pairs of two source images and 6 pairs of more than two source images, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. It is observed that images in MFFW are with evident DSE and complicated scenes. For two-source-images pairs, we provide annotated focus maps and manually edited reference images. We apply 13 state-of-the-art (SOTA) algorithms to MFFW dataset, including 9 classic methods and 4 DL based models. The visual inspection and 13 evaluation metrics demonstrate that none of algorithms on MFFW dataset can robustly generate satisfactory results. MFFW dataset can be a new baseline to evaluate whether an MMF algorithm is able to deal with DSE.
II. MAIN CONTRIBUTION
In this section, we first state the motivation of our work, and then we introduce peculiarities of the novel dataset.
A. Motivation
The motivations of this work are threefold. 1) Defocus spread effect: As stated in Introduction section, one of obstacles to MFF methods is the DSE, that is, the objects which are far away from the focus tend to be larger than the original focused object. For ease of illustration, a pair of multi-focus images is displayed in Fig. 1 . The DSE can be easily observed in Fig. 1 (c) and (d). When the foreground is focused, characters in coffee bags significantly expand; in the contrast, cups expand when the background is focused. DSE leads to two issues. Firstly, empirical studies demonstrate that focus map detectors often make mistakes around the edges of expanded objects. Thereafter, the fusion image will be unrealistic and unnatural. Secondly, due to the depth of field, there is a blurred area in both source images. Namely, when background is focused, the background objects near the focus boundary are covered by blurred and expanded foreground objects. It is difficult for MFF methods to inpaint this area.
Nonetheless, it is found that the DSE is not very strong in Lytro dataset. Numerical experiments conducted on Lytro dataset show that recent models are able to deal with slight DSE, but can they keep the same performance when source images are corrupted by strong DSE? It remains a question. 2) Imaging device: The images in Lytro dataset [7] , [26] are captured by Lytro camera [28] . It is well-known that Lytro is a plenoptic camera which uses a microlens array as an imaging system focused on the focal plane of the main camera lens [26] . Besides Lytro cameras, there are different kinds of cameras in the consumer markets, such as digital single-lens reflex cameras and mirrorless interchangeable-lens cameras. So, it is very interesting to investigate the performance of MFF methods on images captured by other kinds of cameras.
3) Shooting scenes: Last but not least, it is found that the shooting scenes of images from Lytro dataset are relatively simple, so it is easy to detect focus maps. The experiments in later section will demonstrate that many focus map detection algorithm may lose efficiency if scenes become complicated.
B. Peculiarities
It is common knowledge that recent MFF methods have achieved satisfactory results on Lytro. In the last subsection, three limitations of Lytro dataset have been pointed out. Currently, it is interesting to investigate methods' performance on real-world multi-focus images captured by other imaging devices (rather than Lytro cameras) with relatively strong DSE or complex shooting scenes.
To this end, we present a novel dataset called MFFW, consisting of 19 pairs of multi-focus images collected on the Internet. Note that 13 pairs contain two source images, while the other 6 pairs contain more than two source images. In what follows, we call 13 pairs of two source images as MFFW2 dataset, and 6 pairs of more than two source images as MFFW3 dataset. There are mismatches on all the pairs of source images. Hence, we register them by Fiji 1 and Photoshop CS6 2 softwares. It is worth to lay emphasis on several peculiarities of MFFW dataset. Fig. 3 . Here, we take No. 10 in Fig. 2 as an example. In this scene, a waterpipe and a pool are in near focus, while a cabin is in distant focus. It is evidently the water drops considerably expand when they are not in focus. The scenes of other pairs are relatively complex. For example, there is a pottery with gray background in No. 4 of Fig. 2 . It is displayed that the old man and his walking stick are in near and distant focuses, respectively. The gray background is always out of focus. Intuitively, this scene is simple enough to identify the focus map accurately. Nevertheless, our experiment results are dramatically counter-intuitive. Actually, it is difficult to acquire satisfactory fusion images on our novel dataset.
Secondly, ground-truth focus maps are provided for the pairs of two source images. We employ labelme software 3 to manually annotate focus maps with high-quality. As shown in Fig. 2 , the sharper objects are carefully annotated by polygons. In our released dataset, the source annotation .json files are open access. The users can freely edit the annotated polygons if they want to. With the ground-truth focus maps, it is easy to assess the performance of focus map detectors.
Thirdly, as stated in last subsection, there are areas near focus boundary being blurred in both source images. This is a main crux for MFF task, since it is hard to recover the real scene with inadequate information. For ease of assessment, reference images are also provided in MFFW2 dataset, which are manually edited with Photoshop CS6 software (rather than the auto-blend layers option in Photoshop CS6). Even though these reference images may be different from real scene, they conform with the human visual system. To certain degree, they can be regarded as auxiliary tools to assess the performance of MFF methods on vague areas.
III. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
This section will conduct experiments on MFFW dataset. The analysis on experimental results is also presented.
A. Methods
We test the performance of 9 classic methods and 4 deep learning based models on our dataset. As shown in Table  I , they are representative and SOTA methods. All methods were implemented by official Matlab or Python codes and ran on a computer with Intel Core i7-9750H CPU@2.60GHz and RTX2080ti GPU. If a method is designed for gray-scale images, we separately apply it to R, G and B channels, and then combine them together as the final fused image. If a method is designed for two-source-images pairs, we apply it one by one in the context of more than two source images.
For DL based methods, the authors of CNN, IFCNN and SESF provide publicly available pre-trained networks which are used in their papers. However, since MMF-Net is trained on a publicly unavailable dataset, the authors of MMF-Net do not make the pre-trained network accessible. In this paper, we train MMF-Net on the NYU Depth V1 dataset 4 . It is comprised of 2284 pairs of RGB and depth images. Note that the pixels of a depth image range from 0 to 1, representing the distance of objects from the viewpoint. To generate focus map, we portion the scene into focused and blurred regions according to a distance threshold, which is randomly sampled from interval [0.2, 0.6]. With RGB images and corresponding focus maps, multi-focus images are simulated by the α-matte boundary defocus model proposed by [21] . The training configuration of MMF-Net is the same as literature [21] . As for IFCNN, there are three different fusion strategies. Suggest by literature [19] , we adopt max-fusion strategy in the context of MFF task.
B. Metrics
Since there is no ground-truth image for MFF task, the noreference image assessment metrics are widely employed in this case. Eleven metrics are used in our paper. In what follows, A, B denote the source images, and F is the fusion image. M, N are the height and width of an image, respectively. 1) Information theory based metric: Mutual information (MI) is a terminology in information theory defined by
where X, Y denote two random variables, f X , f Y are corresponding probability density function (PDF) and f XY is their 4 https://cs.nyu.edu/ ∼ silberman/datasets/nyu depth v1.html 
Reference Name Category
Classic methods [10] BF Segmentation [11] BRWTSFM Segmentation [12] CBF Filtering [6] CSR SR [2] DSIFT Transform [13] GFDF Filtering [14] GFF Filtering [3] MSTSR Transform+SR [15] MWGF Segmentation DL based models [20] CNN Supervised [19] IFCNN Unsupervised [21] MMFNet Supervised [18] SESF Unsupervised joint PDF. MI reflects the correlation between X and Y . In the context of MFF, PDF is replaced with the normalized histogram of pixels, and Q MI is defined by [29] Q M I = 1 2 (MI AF + MI BF ).
Except MI, there are other metrics that are used to assess image quality in image fusion field, such as Tsallis entropy based metric (Q T E ) [30] and nonlinear correlation information entropy (Q N CIE ) [31] . The principle of these metrics is to measure the agreement between fused and source images and to overcome the drawback of MI (i.e., sensitivity to noise).
2) Gradient-based metric: Gradient-based metric (GBM) [32] measures how much gradient information transferred to the fusion image. It is defined by
Here, e XF ij and o XF ij are the magnitude of the edge strength and orientation preservation of (i, j) th pixel, respectively. And, w X ij is the gradient strength of the source image X.
3) Structure similarity-based metric: Structure similaritybased metric (SSBM) is an extension of structure similarity s for image fusion task [33] . Note that give two images X and Y , s XY evaluates their similarity window by window. For a local window, SSBM is defined by
where weight is w = D A /(D A +D B ), and D X is the variance in this local window. 4) Spatial frequency based metric: Zheng et al. [34] used four first-order gradients with different directions to define spatial frequency as follows SF = √ HF + VF + MDF + SDF.
For a pixel in an image X, there are 
Four gradient operators ∇ g (g = h, v, md, sd) are defined by
With source images A and B, they defined the reference gradients
Thereafter, it is able to obtain reference spatial frequency (denoted by SF R ) and spatial frequency of fused image (denoted by SF F ). At last, Zheng's metric is given by the relative ratio of SF error (Q SF ), namely,
5)
Chen-blum metric: Chen-blum metric (CBM) [35] compares the contrast features to source images with a fusion image. It is defined by
where λ X is the saliency map and c XF is the contrast preserved in the fusion image from source image X. 6) Linear index of fuzziness: Linear index of fuzziness (LIF) [36] is used to evaluate the enhancement of fusion images, defined by
where p ij = sin π 2 (1 − F ij /F max ) .
7)
Average gradient: Average gradient (AG) [37] measures the gradient information of fusion images, defined by
where ∇ h and ∇ v denote the horizontal and vertical gradient operators, respectively. 8) Mean square deviation: Mean square deviation (MSD) [21] measures image detail richness, defined by
whereF denotes the mean pixel value of fusion image. 9) Gray level difference: Gray level difference (GLD) [21] is another gradient-based metric, defined by
Remark: Fusion images are better if all metrics are larger except for LIF. In spite of the generalized usage of the first seven metrics (i.e., MI, TE, NCIE, GBM, SF, SSBM and CBM), they are criticized for computing agreements of the fusion image with source images [23] , [27] . In addition, they do not work if the number of source images is larger than two. Some investigations have pointed out that they often lead to confused judgment [27] . As for the last four metrics (i.e., LIF, AG, MSD and GLD), they measure the features of fusion images and there is no business of source images. Generally speaking, they are more reliable in terms of whether the boundaries are clear [21] . However, they will lose efficiency if there are artifacts in fusion images.
C. Results
1) Metric comparison: Tables II and III list the on MFFW3 dataset, the number of source images are larger than two. As a result, we only report the values of LIF, AG, MSD and GLD on MFFW3. On MFFW2 dataset, considering the first seven metrics, the best four methods are BF, DSIFT, GFDF and MWGF. In terms of the last four metrics, the best four methods are MSTSR, SESF, IFCNN and DSIFT. On MFFW3 dataset, the best four methods are MSTSR, MMFNet, DSIFT and SESF. Hence, DL based models have no significant superiority on our datasets.
2) Visual comparison: In order to obtain more insights, we would like to pay attention to visual comparison. The main purpose is to check whether SOTA algorithms can robustly deal with DSE in different scenes. Five representative pairs of images are displayed and analyzed in the next. There are two cups in foreground and two coffee bags in background. The difficulty of this pair is the strong DSE which occurs in the edges of cups and characters printed on coffee bags. Compared with the reference image which is manually edited, it is observed that no method can match up to our expectations. First of all, there is color distortion in the images fused by CBF, CSR and DSIFT, since they process RGB images channel by channel. Secondly, there are visible artifacts in the images produced by BRW, MMFNet and SESF. The reason is that focus maps are mistakenly detected. Thirdly, significant DSE can be observed in the images merged by other methods. In background, there are many trees, a lawn and a river. In foreground, there is a flower. There is the DSE in the boundary of focus map. On account of the DSE, there is a area around the flower, which is blurred in both source images. It is found that all methods breaks down for this pair. Specifically, the white artifacts exist two tree behind the flower. Fig. 7 shows fused images of No. 10 pair of MFFW2 dataset. A waterpipe and a pool are in foreground, and a cabin is in background. It is worth pointing out that the waterpipe and drops expand when they are not in focus. It is found that BRW and MMFNet perform well in this case. In contrast, both blurred and clear drops exist in the fused images generated by other methods. There is a shell lying in a beach. The focuses of source images are at different parts of this shell. Note that we do not provide reference images for MFFW3 dataset owing to the extremely high difficulty and complexity. As shown in Fig.  8 , BF, CSR and GFDF evidently provide blurry images. By and large, other methods generate images with clear profiles, while their performance varies in the edge of this shell. As displayed in Fig. 3 , the focus point of the first source image is payed in the center of this shell. Consequently, the edge of this shell expands on account of the DSE. It is found that all methods except DSIFT and MWGF generate obvious artifacts and ghosts around the edge of this shell.
D. Analysis
Based on the experimental results, several interesting conclusions can be drawn:
(i) Compared with classic methods, the improvement of current DL based models may be limited. From Tables II and  III and Figs . 5-8, it is observed that DL based models often perform worse than classic methods. CNN casts MFF task into a classification problem, where focus maps are regarded as the output. MMFNet employs a two-stage network, where the first and the second stages are used to generate initial focus maps and to refine them, respectively. Both IFCNN and SESF design auto-encoder based networks. Fusion strategies are implemented on codes (or say, feature maps). The reason why DL based methods perform badly on our datasets is that deep networks easily overfit on training set. However, as far as we known, all DL based methods exploit simulated training sets which are far away from real-world images.
(ii) From our experiments, it is found that no method can achieve satisfactory results with regard to all testing pairs.
In other words, their generalization capabilities are limited. The reasons are twofold: Firstly, most methods take a specific prior knowledge into their models. Nonetheless, owing to the complexity of real-world images, the specific prior knowledge cannot be applied to various cases. Secondly, except MMFNet, no method takes the DSE into account. It is not surprising that they perform badly, especially in the areas around boundaries of focus maps. In spite of MMFNet considering the DSE, it suffers from overfitting and breaks down in some cases (e.g., Fig. 5 ).
IV. CONCLUSION
We construct a new multi-focus image fusion dataset called MFFW. The purpose of MFFW is to evaluate the performance of MFF algorithms in presence of DSE or complicated scenes. Our experiments show that SOTA methods on MFFW dataset cannot robustly generate satisfactory results. MFFW can be a new benchmark dataset for multi-focus image fusion, and MFFW will potentially boost the development of MFF field and reduce the gap between practice and MFF algorithms. He is currently an Associate Professor with the School of Mathematics and Statistics, Xian Jiaotong University. His current research interests include hyperspectral unmixing, remotely sensed image fusion, and deep learning.
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